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-Course description:
 This course is to provide a systematic way for students of basic to medium 
English background to improve their listening comprehension ability. The text 
used in this course is Active Listening 1 (2nd edition), which offers task-
based units with interesting and practical topics for intermediate English 
learners.  In class we will also be using some other English listening 
materials (like stories on tape, or ICRT news, or English films) as an 
introduction of further English self study.  This class is focused on 
listening practice, although students will also be encouraged to do the 
speaking practice in class.

-Syllabus:
1. 3/2  Orientation; fill in the seat plan
2. 3/9  Unit 6: Great outfit! /listening skills: main idea inference
3. 3/16  -quiz on the vocabulary of Unit 6 
   -speaking practice 
   -Unit 8: Time /listening skills: details; main idea
4. 3/23  Unit 8 (continued) / speaking practice
5. 3/30  -Outside reading listening practice
   -Unit 11: Locations / Listening skills: main idea inference
6. 4/6  Unit 11 (continued) /speaking practice
7. 4/13  -quiz (vocabulary)
   -Learning English from film watching
8. 4/20  -In depth study of some movie lines 
   -Review test
9. 4/27  Midterm exam
10. 5/4  Unit 12: Gifts /listening skills: main idea inference and details
11. 5/11  -quiz (vocabulary) / speaking practice
   Unit 13: Part-time jobs /listening skills: detail inference
12. 5/18  Unit 13 (continued) /quiz (vocabulary)
13. 5/25  Outside reading listening practice (English news)
14. 6/1  Unit 14: Celebrations /listening skills: details
   Speaking practice
15. 6/8  Unit 14: Celebrations /listening skills: details
   Speaking practice
16. 6/15  Final exam

-Text:
 Brown, Steven and Dorolyn Smith    Active Listening 1 (2nd Edition)   
Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2007. (Also available in our campus bookstore: 
Caves)

-Requirements:
1. Be on time for class. Anyone with habitual lateness will be taken out 5 to 
10 points.
2. Be present for class. Each time you cut class will lose 3 points. And if 
you are absent for 3 times in a row, you will be kicked out of this class 
automatically. So each time you can not make it to class, you have to provide 
me with leave proof.
3. Remember to bring your text book to class. 

Grading:
1. Midterm and final exams-------------60%
2. quiz--------------------------------40%
3. In class speaking practice----extra 10%


